introduction
Knowledge discovery in databases (KDD) refers to the overall process of mapping low-level data in large databases into high-level forms that might be more compact, more abstract, or more useful (Fayyad et al., 1996) . KDD can be viewed as a multidisciplinary activity because it exploits several research disciplines of artificial intelligence such as machine learning, pattern recognition, expert systems, knowledge acquisition, as well as mathematical disciplines (Bruha, 2000) . Its objective is to extract previously unknown and potentially useful information hidden behind data from usually very large databases. As one of core components of KDD, data mining refers to the process of extracting interesting patterns from data by specific algorithms. Due to intuitional meaning and easy understandability, rule has now become one of major representation forms of extracted knowledge or patterns. Under this context, the result produced by data mining techniques is a set of rules, i.e., rule base.
Currently, the major challenge of data mining is not at its efficiency, but at the interpretability of discovered results. During mining stage, a considerable number of rules may be discovered when the real-world database is large. Particularly, if data is highly correlated, the situation will turn worse and quickly out of control. The huge quantity of rules makes themselves difficult to be explored, thus hampers global analysis of discovered knowledge. Furthermore, monitoring and managing of these rules are turned out to be extremely costly and difficult. The straight misfortune to users is that they can not effectively interpret or understand those overwhelming number of rules. Consequently, users may be buried within the masses of gained knowledge again, and nobody will directly benefit from the results of such data mining techniques (Berzal & Cubero, 2007) . Hence, it is an urgent requisite for intelligent techniques to handle useless rules and help users to understand the results from the rapidly growing volumes of digital data.
Post-processing, whose purpose is to enhance the quality of the mined knowledge, plays a vital role in circumventing the aforementioned dilemma. The main advantage of post-processing is that it can effectively assist end-users to understand and interpret the meaning knowledge nuggets (Baesens et al., 2000) . The post-processing procedure usually consists of four main steps, i.e., quality processing, summarizing, grouping and visualization. At the core of these routines, rule quality processing (e.g., pruning and filtering) is considered to be the most important one (Bruha, 2000) , because this procedure can eliminate lots of noisy, redundant or insignificant rules and provide users with compact and precise knowledge derived from databases by data mining methods. From the view of end-users, a concise or condensed rule base is more preferable, because on the ground of it, decision-makers can make a quick and precise response to unseen data without being distracted by noise information.
In data mining community, many attentions have now been paid on dealing with noise knowledge through measuring similarity or redundancy. For example, distance metrics, e.g., Euclidean distance (Waitman et al., 2006) , are often used to measure the similarity between rules, and those rules with high similarity will be discarded. In addition, Chi-square tests (Liu et al., 1999) and entropy (Jaroszewicz and Simovici, 2002) are addressed to analyze the distance between rules in the post-processing phase. Besides, some classifiers explore efficient data structures, such as bitmap technique (Jacquene et al., 2006) and prefix tree (Li et al., 2001) , to store and retrieve rules. Moreover, various interestingness measurements, both objective and subjective, are also considered in studying the issue of rules importance (Geng and Hamilton, 2006) . As a representative example, Brin et al. (1997) outlined a conviction measurement to express rule interestingness.
Other endeavors have been attempted to prune the generated rule base directly. The typical case is rule cover technique addressed by Toivonen et al. (1995) , where a rule is redundant if it is covered by others. Brijs et al. (2000) further improved its performance by virtue of integer-programming technique. However, Klemettinen et al. (1994) extracted interesting rules from the whole rule base through rule templates (or constraints). Whereas Srikant et al. (1995) organized a rule base as a hierarchical structure, and the rules lie in higher level are more general than those in low level. Additionally, Liu et al. (1999) divided a rule base into two parts (DS rules and Non-DS rules) by means of direction setting (DS). Under this scheme, the rules within the DS part have key information of the rule base, whilst those non-DS ones embody relevant detailed knowledge. Recently, Ashrafi et al. (2007) proposed fixed antecedent and consequent methods to remove redundant rules from the resultant rule set. In this method, a rule is redundant when a set of rules that also convey the same knowledge is found.
Note that most of methods mentioned above are only based on the analysis of rule structure or interestingness measurements, and little work has been done on analyzing relations between rules with respect to objects. This, however, may result in a problem, that is, redundant or insignificant rules still inhabit the pruned subset or rules. In this chapter, a fast rule reduction algorithm using closed set will be introduced. As we know, in data mining, a rule is supported or satisfied by many transactions, and each transaction supports several rules at the same time. As a matter of fact, this supported relation satisfies closed property and forms a Galois connection between transactions and rules. Fortunately, this closed dependency between rules can also be explored by the existing association rule techniques. Thus, we can utilize this closed dependency to eliminate insignificant rules. More specifically, our method is implemented in two steps. The first step is performing data mining algorithms on database, and then a closed mining method is carried out on the mined rule base to obtain closed rule-subsets. Reversely, these closed sets representing high-order relation between original rules are exploited to remove insignificant or useless rules from the rule base.
Compared with other pruning useless rule methods, the proposed one has several advantages. For example, our approach is conducted on the dependent relation among rules, rather than their internal structures. As a result, it is competent for eliminating more redundant rules, including those having little or even no common ingredients in structure. In addition, information will not be lost via our method, because the dependent relation is closed one. Moreover, the proposed method is capable of finding a good trade-off between classification capability and size for a classifier. These will be demonstrated by later evaluation experiments on benchmark datasets.
The rest of this chapter is arranged as follows. Section 2 briefly provides related work on pruning redundant rules. In Section 3, several notations about association rule mining are briefly reviewed. Section 4 firstly introduces the theoretical foundation of our method, i.e., formal representation of the dependent relation between rules and transactions. After that, a fast redundant rule elimination method using closed rule-sets is proposed. Experimental results conducted to evaluate the usefulness and effectiveness of our approach are presented in Section 5, and Section 6 closes this chapter with conclusions.
reLated work
During past years, a modest number of proposals that address the redundancy elimination problem of rules have been witnessed. Roughly speaking, most of them can be classified into two categories: pre-pruning and post-pruning.
The task of the former is to prevent useless or redundant rules from being generated at mining stage. That is to say, the pruning operation occurs at the phase of rule generation, and the generated rules are all significant. As we know, association rule mining generally consists of two phases (Agrawal et al., 1993) , namely, identifying frequent itemsets and then generating rules from these mined itemsets. For the first step, it is more computationally intensive. Thus, many pruning methods focus on the former step and seek condensed representations of frequent itemsets (Calders et al., 2006) . For example, Pasquier et al. (2005) and Zaki (2004) substituted frequent itemset with its closed one and then induced minimal antecedent and maximal consequent rules from them. Calders and Goethals (2007) explored association rules from another lossless representation, called non-derivable itemset. Besides, other generalized concepts, such as maximal frequent itemset (Bayardo, 1998) , disjunction-free set (Kryszkiewicz, 2005) , free set (Boulicaut et al., 2003) , heavy itemset (Palshikar et al., 2007 ) and δ-tolerance frequent itemset (Cheng et al., 2008) , are also investigated. A comprehensive survey about association rule mining can be consulted the literature by Ceglar and Roddick (2006) .
Contrastively, post-pruning technique mainly concerns that the pruning operation occurs after rules have been generated. Since it occurs at postprocessing phase and is independent of specified mining algorithms, this method has attracted so many attentions that many outstanding pruning methods have been developed. Among them, rule cover is a representative case. It extracts a small subset from the original rule set without reducing database coverage. As an illustrative instance, Toivonen et al. (1995) replaced the generated rule base with a structural rule subset, which has the same database transaction rows with the original one. In this method, rules outside the subset are regarded as redundant ones and will be removed undoubtedly. Baralis and Chiusano (2004) presented another approach to yield a minimal rule subset, called essential rule set, from the whole one. A rule is essential if no other rules, which make the rule redundant, exist in the same rule set. In an analogical vein, Li (2006) provided a notion termed as family of optimal rule sets, which generalizes the k-optimal rule set (Webb and Zhang, 2005) , to get useful rules. Additionally, Kryszkiewicz (1998) highlighted representative association rules to take place of the original rule base, where other insignificant rules can be derived from them.
To extract interesting rules, apriori knowledge has also been taken into account in literatures. For example, Domingues and Rezende (2005) applied knowledge taxonomies to reduce the quantity of rules, which are summarized from low-level to high-level. In addition, Baralis and Psaila (1997) stated that template-based constraint is also a good choice to draw interesting rules. A template denotes which attributes should occur in antecedent or consequent of rule. After rule templates have been pre-specified by users, system retrieves matching rules from the whole knowledge base. However, this method only summarizes rules and does not eliminate redundancy in the final model.
Besides, several special data structures are adopted to remove specific rules. The typical case is CMAR (Li et al., 2001) , where a prefix tree structure, called CR-Tree, is employed to identify common components shared by rules. Jacquenet et al. (2006) grouped rules by virtue of bitmap technique, where each rule is encoded into a bitmap array with respect to items (or attributes). Thus, redundancy produced by duplicate or specific rules can be easily avoided by logic AND operation. Moreover, Brijs et al. (2000) resorted to integer programming model to select the most promising subset of characteristic rules. Whereas Chawla et al. (2004) investigated the mapping relation between certain classes of association rules with single consequent under the framework of directed hyper-graph and then addressed a local pruning method.
Apart from support and confidence, seeking other interesting measurements, such as Chisquared test, Pearson's correlation, lift, information entropy and conviction (Brin et al., 1998, Geng and Hamilton, 2006) , is another direction to determine whether a rule is significant or not. This is motivated by the fact that it is difficult to come up with single metric to quantify the interestingness or goodness of rule in some situations. As a typical example, Liu et al. (1999) argued that a rule is not interesting if its confidence is not distinguished from its specific ones by Chi-squared tests, and will be discarded if the confidence difference with any sub-rule is less than pre-specified threshold. In practice, however, many non-interesting rules will not be pruned, for they are not sensitive to low-threshold when the data is sparse. To alleviate this problem, Jaroszewicz and Simovici (2002) took maximum entropy means, which combines influence of specific rules to their general ones, to evaluate the interestingness of rules. While Bathoorn et al. (2006) removed redundant rules on the ground of the minimum description length principle.
Association rule mining technique is also mentioned in literatures to discard useless rules. For instance, Fernádez et al. (2001) employed the Apriori algorithm to reduce the decision rules obtained through rough sets. Recently, Berrado and Runger (2007) organized and grouped association rules using one-way rules (i.e., meta-rules), which also can be obtained by the Apriori algorithm. However, the main disadvantage of these approaches is that the computational cost is very high, especially when the number of association rules is huge. Our method works in a similar way. The difference lies in that we exploit approximate function dependency between rules to eliminate superfluous rules. Moreover, rather than extracting all association second-order rules, we only generate closed rule-sets, which is far less than association rules, to discard redundancy between discovered rules.
aSSociation and cLaSSification ruLeS
Let I be a set of m distinct literals termed items, i.e., I = {i 1 ,...i m }. A subset X of I is called an itemset, or a k-itemset if it contains k items, namely, X = {i 1 ,...i k }. A transaction t over I is a couple t=(tid, X) where tid and X I ⊆ refer to transaction identifier and its corresponding itemset respectively. Formally, a data mining context is a triple D = (T, I, R), where T and I are finite sets of transactions over I and items respectively, and R T I ⊆ × is a binary relation such that pair ( , ) t i R ∈ denotes item i is related to the t-th transaction. Typically, the mining context D is organized as relation database form, where each row is a transaction representing as a set of items.
Given an
is the number of transactions in which it occurs as a subset, that is, σ(X)=|cover(X)|, where |Y| is the cardinality of Y. An itemset X is called a frequent one if its support is larger than or equal to a user-specified minimum support threshold minsup, i.e., ( ) X ≥ minsup. An association rule is an implication expression of the form X Y → , where X I ⊆ and Y I ⊆ are two itemsets, and X Y ∩ = ∅. This rule form illustrates a kind of association relation, that is, if a transaction contains all items in X, then it also contains all items in Y at the same time. Given an association rule X Y → , X and Y are called antecedent and consequent of the rule, respectively. Moreover, the support of rule X Y → refers to the number of transactions supporting X and Y simultaneously, i.e., support(
Similarly, its confidence is the conditional probability of having Y contained in a transaction, given that X is also contained in the same transaction, that is,
A rule is interesting or valid if its support and confidence are no less than user-specified minimum support and confidence thresholds respectively.
As aforesaid discussion, association rule mining generally comprises two phases (Agrawal et al., 1993) . The first one is to identify all frequent itemsets from a given data mining context D. After that, association rules will be induced from these discovered itemsets at the second phase. However, it is a quite challenge problem to identify all frequent itemsets, for the computational cost is very high. Assume that the number of items within D is m, then the search space for enumerating all frequent itemsets is 2 m , which will exponentially increase with m. The worse thing is that the context D is usually full with massive transactions in real-world. Hence, the number of frequent itemsets may be extremely large, especially, when D is dense or inner highly correlated (Liu et al., 1999) . This problem, however, can be circumvented by adopting other alternatives, e.g., non-derivable itemset (Calders and Goethals, 2007) and maximal frequent itemset (Bayardo, 1998) . The most used and typical one is closed frequent itemset (Zaki, 2004) . Assume that X I ⊆ is an itemset, X is closed if there has no other itemset ' X X ⊇ such that cover(X') = cover(X). Further, X is a closed frequent itemset if it is both closed and frequent itemset. The advantage brought by closed itemset is that it is a lossless representation and the number of closed frequent itemsets is often much smaller than those of corresponding frequent ones in a given context D (Zaki, 2004) .
Classification rule is a special case of association rule, if the consequent of association rule is only constrained by class label attributes (Liu et al, 1998) . However, classification rule has more readable form in practice. Apart from transaction database, it can also be derived from relation database or decision table. Theoretically, transaction database and relation database are two different representations of data and one can be transformed into another by one-one mapping. Just owing to this, the technique for mining association rule can also be utilized to uncover classification rule. The remarkable predominance is that only minor modification is needed as it faces with classification tasks.
Example 3.1. Let D = (T, I, R) be a data mining context, as described in Table 1 
Classification rules RS derived from the context D = (T, I, R)
Let itemset X={ i 0 , i 6 }, then its cover and support are {t 0 ,t 2 ,t 3 ,t 5 } and 4 respectively. For the sake of simplicity, hereafter we denote {i 0 , i 6 } as i 0 i 6 and {t 0 ,t 2 ,t 3 ,t 5 } as t 0 t 2 t 3 t 5 , as no confusion occurs. Itemset i 0 i 6 is frequent, if the userspecified minimum support threshold minsup is zero. For itemset i 1 i 7 , it is not closed one because cover(i 1 i 7 )=cover(i 1 i 7 i 10 i 13 ). In this case, i 1 i 7 i 10 i 13 is closed itemset. Assume that the minimal confidence is one and the class labels are constrained within i 11 i 12 i 13 , then nine interesting classification rules (Table 2) can be obtained from this context D by association rule mining, where supp is the support of classification rule.
redundant ruLe eLimination
The production of association mining is a rule base with hundreds to millions of rules. However, the number of interesting ones is less. In order to highlight those important ones in the rule base, in this section, a new method will be presented to filter insignificant rules. Before eliciting the details of our pruning algorithm, we firstly focus our attention on the dependent relation between transactions and rules. For convenience, we hereafter take the Example 3.1 as a running example.
Second-Order Rule
Given a data mining context D = (T, I, R), any association rule r induced from D may be supported or satisfied by a set of transactions. Meanwhile, each transaction t in D may support or fire a set of rules. Unless otherwise specified, D = (T, I, R) denotes a given data mining context and RS refers to the original rule-set (a set of rules) induced from D. Formally, this supported relation can be defined as follows.
Definition 4.1. Let D=(T, I, R) be a context and RS be the rule-set from it, a supported relation between rules and transactions is S RS T ⊆ × where ( , ) r t S ∈ denotes transaction t satisfies or supports rule r in D, and r is not satisfied by t otherwise.
From this definition, one may note that the supported relation S is tightly related with the notion of cover. As a matter of fact, for single rule :
r t S ∈ holds on, and vice versa. This means that if the cover of itemset is known, the corresponding supported relation can be derived. For example, 6 1 8 12 ( ) t cover i i i ∈ , then t 6 supports rule r 2 and 2 6 ( , ) r t S ∈ . Similarly, 2 7 ( , ) r t S ∈ and 2 8 ( , ) r t S ∈ In addition, an important concept, named as transaction-rule context, can be derived from the supported relation S.
Definition 4.2. Let D be a context and RS be the rule-set from it, a transaction-rule context is a triple K=(T, RS, S), where S RS T ⊆ × is the supported relation between rules and transactions.
Like data mining context D, the transactionrule context K=(T, RS, S) can also be arranged as the form of transaction database, where each row is a transaction t=(tids, Rs) denoted as an unique identifier tids and a rule-set Rs RS ⊆ . For any t=(tids, Rs) in K, if rule r in the rule-set RS subjects to ( , ) r t S ∈ , then r Rs ∈ . On the ground of this definition, the transaction-rule context K can be induced from D and RS in a straightforward way and its construction algorithm is shown in Box 1.
In this algorithm, Rs denotes the rule-set related with the transaction t. Assume that the number of transactions in D and association rules in RS are n and m respectively, the complexity of the construction algorithm is O(nm). Under the framework of this context, the relation between transactions and rule-sets can be easily explored. As an illustration, given the context D in Table  1 and rule-set RS in Table 2 , a transaction-rule context K=(T, RS, S) can be induced from them by this algorithm and shown as Table 3 .
Definition 4.3. In the context K=(T, RS, S),
r RS x X r x S for X T, where ( ) T and ( ) RS are power sets of T and RS, respectively. Dually, mapping 
Similar with the relation between transaction and itemset in association mining, the mapping f(X) is the rule-set satisfied by all transactions in X, while h(X) contains transactions supporting all rules in X. For single rule : r X Y RS, one may notice that h(r)=cover(X Y ∪ ) and its support is σ(r)=|h(r)|. Assume that f(Ø) = RS and h(Ø) = T, we have ( ') ( ) h r h r ; otherwise, r is called a covered-rule of r'.
Definition 4.4. In the context K=(T, RS, S), rule r RS is equivalent to rule ' r RS, if h(r) = h(r'); r is a cover-rule of r' if
As mentioned above, for single r ule : r X Y RS, it is supported by transactions in h(r) which is equal to its cover, i.e., ( ) ( ) h r cover X Y . Thus, rule r is a cover-rule of r', if any transaction supporting r' also supports r, no matter whether common ingredients (i.e., items) are shared by both rules or not. This indicates that specific rule or sub-rule in literatures is a special case of cover-rule. For instance, r 0 is a cover-rule of r 5 , because 5 0 ( ) ( ) h r h r . However, the antecedent of r 0 is not contained in r 5 , namely, r RS | h(r) = h(r')}. According to equivalence relation, we have the following property.
Property 4.1. In K=(T, RS, S), if rule r RS is equivalent to rule ' r RS, then Eq(r)=Eq(r') and h(Eq(r)) = h(r).
This property tells us that equivalent rules in the same equivalent class have the same database cover or support power in the context K. Therefore, given an equivalent class Eq(r), any rule r can be picked out from Eq(r) to stand for other equivalent rules and the rest may be removed safely with reference to the context K. In selecting a rule from its equivalence, many interesting measurements are available. The common strategy is to choose the rule with highest confidence.
From the prediction perspective, covered-rules and some equivalent ones are useless, because they are supported by less transaction than their corresponding cover-rules or equivalent ones. That is to say, their capacities are covered by their corresponding rules. However, their existing may hinder users from exploration and analysis. Thus, it is necessary to prevent them from being generated during mining phase or discard them in post-processing. For two rules r, ' r RS in K, they may be supported by same transactions. At this point, r is related with r' with respect to T. Specifically, a dependent relation between two rule-sets is defined as follows. 
Definition 4.5. Let 1 2 , R R RS be two rule-sets in K=(T, RS, S), if there are transactions supporting rule-set R
Clearly, 0 1 k . Rule-set R 2 partially depends on R 1 if k < 1; Otherwise R 2 totally depends on R 1 , denoted as 1 2 R R, if k=1. For those rule-sets with single rule, if r in one rule-set R 1 is a covered-rule of r' in another rule-set R 2 , then R 2 depends totally on R 1 (i.e., ' r r ) because of ( ) ( ') h r h r . In addition, both ' r r and ' r r hold, if r equivalent to r'. These imply a very interesting thing that both covered-rules and equivalent rules can also be represented as this kind of function dependence. Therefore, we can take this dependence property of rules as evaluation criterion to determine whether a rule is insignificant or not. For instance, rules r 1 and r 2 in the running example are all totally dependent on r 0 , i.e., 1 0 r r and 2 0 r r. In order to locate this kind of dependent relation among rules, traditional data mining techniques or methods can be accessed. The distinctness between traditional mining and dependency discover lies in their input and output. The input of traditional mining is the data mining context D, while the input is the transaction-rule context K in this chapter. For the mined results, although they have the same form, the result of traditional mining is an association rule-set. However, the output of dependency discovery is the dependent relations among rules and they are called secondorder rules, namely, rules of rules (e.g., 1 0 r r). After these second-order rules are indentified by mining technique, they can be utilized to filter useless or insignificant rules out of the rule-set RS in K.
In a given context K, rule-set R 1 is a reduction representation of R 2 , if h(R 1 ) = h(R 2 ) and 1 2 R R . For the whole rule-set RS in K, the aim of pruning redundant rules is to obtain minimal reduction of RS. Therefore, we need to single out a rule for each set of equivalent rules or remove all covered-rules for each cover-rule in RS. As a consequence, the size of RS is getting smaller and the last reduced rule-set RS is the desired minimal reduction. Fortunately, this aim can be achieved easily by virtue of second-order rule.
Redundant Rule Elimination
As discussed in subsection 4.1, insignificant rules usually refer to those covered-rules or equivalent ones, which are represented as the form of totally dependent relation among them (i.e., second-order rules). These second-order rules can be obtained by traditional mining methods, e.g., the Apriori algorithm. However, the computational cost is very high, because a huge number of second-order rules would be discovered when the context K is large. As we know, all interesting association rules can be derived from corresponding closed itemsets. Thus, we can also attain our reduction purpose by resorting to closed rule-set. Indeed, aggregating operations between the satisfying function f and the satisfied function h are closure ones over T and RS. 
Proof. 
Definition 4.6. In the context K=(T, RS, S), for any rule-set Rs RS, its closure is c fh (Rs). Additionally, Rs is called a closed rule-set if and only if its closure is itself, i.e., Rs = c fh (Rs).
According to this definition, a rule-set Rs is a closed rule-set if there is no rule-set Rs' such that ' Rs Rs and ( ) ( ') h Rs h Rs . This gives us a good indication that a rule-set has the same property (e.g., cover and support) with its closure. As an illustration of this case, for rule-set Rs=r 1 r 2 , its closure is r 0 r 1 r 2 . Thus, it is not a closed rule-set. However, rule-set r 6 r 7 is closed for c fh (r 6 r 7 ) = r 6 r 7 .
As we know, all rule-sets can be induced from their corresponding closed rule-sets, and all association rules which are extracted from frequent rule-sets can also be explored from closed rule-sets (Pasquier et al., 2005) . In addition, the number of closed rule-sets is typical smaller than that of rule-sets, and far less than second-order rules induced from them. Thus, in order to reduce redundancy, the only thing we need to do is to find those closed rule-sets in a given context K, instead of generating all second-order rules. Once the context K has been generated from D and its whole rule-set RS, closed rule-sets can be easily derived from K by adopting mature closed set mining algorithm, e.g., LCM (Uno et al., 2003) and CHARM (Zaki, 2004) .
Proposition 4.1. Let K=(T, RS, S) be the context and CR be the set of closed rule-sets induced from K, For any rule r RS, r and its equivalent rules, together with its cover-rules, co-exist in the same closed rule-set cr CR, and h(r) = h(cr).
Proof. According to Definition 4.4 and Property 4.1, for any rule r, equation h(r)=h(r') =h(Eq(r)) holds, where r' is one of its equivalent ones. Since both r and its equivalent one r' are supported by the same transactions, they always co-occur in the same rule-set. This means that there is a closed rule-set cr in CR such that ( ) Eq r cr. Assume that cr is the minimal closed rule-set with ( )
Eq r cr, then we have h(r) = h(cr). Otherwise if h(r) h(cr)
, there must exist another closed ruleset cr' such that ( ) ' Eq r cr craccording to the closed property. However, it is impossible because cr is the minimal one. Now we will show the set Rs of cover-rules of r is also included within cr. For any cover-rule ' r Rs, ( ) ( ') h r h r holds on the ground of definition. This implies a fact that any closed rule-sets cr containing r also includes its cover-rule r' at the same time. That is to say, if r cr, then for any its cover-rule r', ' r cr. Hence, Rs cris satisfied.
As a consequence, this proposition holds on. For example, rule r 6 is equivalent to r 7 and they co-exist in the closed rule-set r 6 r 7 . Analogously, rules r 0, r 1 and r 2 are bound within the closed rule-set r 0 r 1 r 2 , where r 0 is a cover-rule of r 1 and r 2 . This proposition serves as a guide for us to discard useless rules in a manner of post-processing. Assume CR is the set of closed rule-sets induced from the context K, for each closed rule-set cr CR, if there have two elements r and r' in cr such that h(r) = h(cr) and ( ) ( ') h cr h r , then r is a covered-rule and r' is one of its cover-rule. At this case, r can be safely removed and the result will not be affected, because r' is preserved and ( ) ( ') h r h r . However, if all elements r in the closed rule-set cr have the same support transactions, i.e., h(r)=h(cr), rules in cr are equivalent to each other. Thus, only one rule with the most interesting is needed to be chosen, while others can be eliminated safely. If the cover of each rule r in cr is larger than h(cr), then we will do nothing at this moment, except to omit it.
Since noise data may exist in data mining context, the dependent degree k between rules should be taken into consideration in filtering rules. The smaller the value of k is, the more rules will be removed and the less creditable the result Algorithm 2. Redundant rules elimination using closed rule-sets.
Input: A transaction-rule context K=(T, RS, S)
, its set of closed rule-sets CR, and a pre-specified threshold k. 
Box 2. Algorithm 2
is. In practice, we should assign the dependent degree k with an appropriate value in the light of the specific problem on hand. After every closed rule-set has been processed, a minimal reduction representation of RS is achieved. Based on this principle, the pseudo-code of redundant rules elimination algorithm is presented as Algorithm 2 (Box 2). This pruning algorithm works in a straightforward way. It begins with the first closed rule-set cr. For each closed set cr, all elements in it will be sorted according to their supports (i.e., the number of transactions supporting the corresponding rule) in an ascending order. After that, every rule r in cr, except the last one, will be processed one by one as follows (the If statement): the rule r is insignificant and would be removed from the whole rule-set RS if the ratio of the support of cr to that of r is larger than the pre-specified threshold k.
Asides from the sort criterion of support in line 2, other interesting measurements, such as confidence and length of rule, can also be used. One may notice that the last rule in each closed rule-set will not be processed (line 3). The reason behind it is that the current closed rule-set may only embody equivalent rules. If so, the last one is the most interesting and should be kept down. Otherwise, the support of the last rule is larger than that of the closed rule-set. At this point, the last one should not be discarded.
Assumed the number of closed rule-sets in CR is m, and there are n association rules in RS. Since the maximal number of rules in each closed ruleset is n, the time complexity of sort is O(n·logn). Thus, the computational cost of the whole pruning algorithm is O(mn·logn).
experimentaL evaLuation
In this section, the effectiveness of our method as a concise representation of rules is verified. Besides, its efficiency in eliminating redundancy is also compared with other classical methods, e.g., CHARM (Zaki, 2004) , CBA (Liu et al., 1998) and the Apriori-like method (Berrado and Runger, 2007) . All experiments described below were performed on a 2.8 GHz Pentium PC with 1GB of memory. The proposed algorithms were coded in VC++. 
Datasets
To roundly evaluate the proposed method, two group experiments were carried out. The first one is to prune insignificant association rules, while another group mainly removes useless association classification rules. To serve for this purpose, we have chosen eleven real and synthetic datasets for performance study. These datasets are widely used to evaluate performance of mining algorithms in literatures. The brief characteristics of these datasets, such as the total number of items, average size of transactions and the total number of transactions, are shown as Table 4 . Except T10I4D100K and T40I10D100K, they are real ones and taken from the UCI Machine Learning Repository (Blake and Merz, 1998) . T10I4D100K and T40I10D100K datasets are synthetic ones and generated with different parameters through using the data generator developed by the IBM Almaden Quest research group, which can be downloaded from the FIMI website (FIMI, 2003) . Among these eleven datasets in the table, the first six ones are used to validate effectiveness on association rules, while the rests are used to demonstrate that our method is capable of removing more insignificant classification rules and information will not be lost too much. In association rule mining, the four real datasets are very dense (i.e., a large number of items occurred very frequently in the transactions), and many long frequent itemsets would be induced from them when the support threshold is high. The rest two synthetic datasets (i.e., T10I4D100K and T40I10D100K) are relatively sparse. Note that the number within brackets in the last five datasets refers to the number of classes. More details about these datasets can be consulted the UCI Machine Learning website.
Experimental Settings
In experiments of the first group, our method is made a comparison with CHARM proposed by Zaki (2004) , which is a traditional non-redundant rules mining algorithm using closed sets, on eliminating association rules. Additionally, CBA (Liu et al., 1998) is taken into consideration to prune classification rules in another group. CBA is a typical classifier using association rule mining technique. It removes non-predictive and overfitting rules by virtue of information gain metric. Since both CHARM and CBA prune rules during the phase of rule generation, we only evaluate them with our method on compression ratio. In order to illustrate the proposed algorithm surpasses others in efficient aspect, the Apriori-like pruning algorithm is also adopted as the baseline, for this kind of method explores the dependent relation between rules and is similar to our method (Berrado and Runger, 2007) .
Since our pruning method works in a manner of post-processing, some external tools or algorithms must be taken to produce rules from datasets. In experiments, the Apriori software developed by Borgelt (2000) and CBA are used to generate association and classification rules respectively. Specifically, our experimental procedure consists of three main steps. At first, each dataset D will be taken as input to be fed into the Apriori software (or CBA), and the result is the whole association (or classification) rule-set RS which will be pruned later. During the second step, a transaction-rule context K will be induced by Algorithm 1, whose inputs are the dataset D and its corresponding rule-set RS. Finally, the proposed elimination algorithm is performed on the rule-set RS by regulating dependent degree k. Thus, the final result is a desirable reduction of the original rule-set RS.
For evaluation criterion on association rule, two measurements are adopted to estimate the performance of pruning algorithms. The first metric is the number of rules, which is the most common one and widely used to weigh the effectiveness of a pruning algorithm. The less the number of rules is, the more effective the pruning algorithm is. In some literatures, the number of rules is represented as compression ratio, which is the proportion of the number of pruned rules to the total one (Baralis and Chiusano, 2004) . Another criterion is computational time consumed in experiments. This parameter mainly measures the efficiency of pruning algorithms during the pruning stage. Moreover, classification capabilities, such as coverage and accuracy, are also taken into account in classification issue. Table 5 presents the experimental results comparing our method with CHARM (Zaki, 2004) and Apriori-like method (i.e., meta-rule) (Berrado and Runger, 2007) on pruning useless association rules. In this table, the fourth column (i.e., Number of rules) denotes the number of association rules generated by traditional rule mining algorithm. From the results in Table 5 , one can observe that the proposed method is competent for discarding most redundant rules and achieve a very low compression ratio. For example, the quantity of rules reduced by the proposed method is less than that of CHARM. This situation is more distinct when the dependent degree k gets a low value. It is worthy to mention that the quantity of rules obtained by the Apriori-like method is the same with our method, as k was assigned to one. This is really true, because all meta-rules (i.e., oneway rules) can be derived from its corresponding closed sets.
Experimental Results and Discussion

Association Rule Elimination
Additionally, in experiments, we also find that the dependent degree k plays a vital role in eliminating useless rules. For instance, when k was set to 0.95, lots of rules, which would not be removed as k=1, were still deleted. However, this is not means that the smaller the dependent degree k is, the better the results are. The reason is some interesting information would be missing if k is too low.
Consumed time is another important criterion in evaluating the efficiency of pruning method. Since CHARM prevents insignificant rules from being generating during the mining phase, it does not work in a manner of post-pruning. Thus, we only compared our method with the Apriori-like one on the consumed time aspect. Table 6 lists the elapsed time of these two methods during the whole pruning procedure. According to the results, the proposed method took less time than the Apriori-like one on pruning rules. Consequently, it is more preferable in practice and has higher efficiency. As a matter of fact, it is not curious, for the Apriori-like algorithm not only need to identify all frequent rule-sets from the transaction-rule context, but also need to induce meta-rules from these mined frequent rule-sets. However, the only thing identified in our algorithm is closed rule- 
Classification Rule Elimination
To validate the effectiveness of our method in classification issue, we further carried out experiments in comparison with CBA (Liu et al., 1998) and the Apriori-like method. CBA is a typical association classifier. Its pruning strategy is the distance measurement based on information gain. The experimental results on classification performance (coverage and accuracy) are provided in Table 7 , where CBA* refers to the CBA classifier being performed our method again, after it eliminated insignificant rules using its strategy.
In our experiments, the dependent degree k was set to one, i.e., k=1.0. In terms of the experimental results, we can notice an important fact that information will not be lost at the coverage aspect, after the proposed method has been conducted. This mainly owes to the totally dependent property inhabiting among rules inherently. Although the accurate ratio induced by our method is lower than CBA at two cases, it is normal because the estimation strategy is standard voting. Similarly, the experimental results also tell us that the performance (i.e., coverage and accuracy) induced by our method and the Apriori-like one are the same with each other when k=1. Due to space limitations, the results have not been listed in here.
As illustrated in Table 8 , the proposed method is also superior to CBA from the view of compression ratio. The number of rules induced by our method is less than those of CBA. Additionally, in comparison with CBA and CBA*, one may note that redundant rules still exist in the CBA classifier after using its own pruning strategy. This means that our method can remove more superfluous rules.
Despite that our method has the same effectiveness with the Apriori-like method, it has higher efficient. For our method, the pruning operation will be finished within several seconds in experiments. However, the time cost of the Apriori-like method is soaring up with the number of meta-rules generated during the pruning phase. Especially, in the case of the Credit-a dataset, a considerable number of meta-rules had been yielded and the pruning operation had lasted for longer than an hour without being ended.
concLuSion
In this chapter, we proposed an efficient post-processing method to remove superfluous rules from rule base. The primary idea behind our method is that it exploits the dependent relation inherently residing among rules to eliminate redundancy. This dependent relation is a closed one, and can be represented as second-order rule form. This means that in our method knowledge is used to manage knowledge itself.
Specifically, our pruning procedure consists of three stages. At first, a transaction-rule context will be derived from a given database and its rulesets according to the supported relation between them. Based on this context, closed rule-sets can be obtained by using traditional closed set mining tools. After that, the pruning operation of rules will be conducted on the original rule set by virtue of these closed rule-sets. To validate the effectiveness of our method, experiments on several real and synthetic datasets have been carried out. The experimental results show that our method not only discards a large number of useless rules, but also has higher efficiency in comparing with the Apriori-like one.
Although the computational cost of our method is lower than the Apriori-like one, it is still relatively higher. Particularly, when the size of database and the number of mined rules are large, it will take much more time to generate transaction-rule context. Thus, our future work will be put on exploiting sampling technique or special data structure to further improve the efficiency of our method. 
